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Loci of Invariant-Azimuth and Invariant-Ellipticity
Polarization States of an Optical System

R. M. A. Azzam and N. M. Bashara

The loci of polarization states for which either the ellipticity alone or the azimuth alone remains invariant
upon passing through an optical system are introduced. The cartesian equations of these two loci are de-
rived in the complex plane in which the polarization states are represented. The equations are quartic and
are conveniently expressed in terms of the elements of the Jones. matrix of the optical system. As an ex-
ple the loci are determined for a system composed of a r/4 rotator followed by a quarter-wave retarder.

I. Introduction
A linear nondepolarizing optical system is known to

possess two eigenpolarizations -3 which are the same
for both directions of propagation if reciprocity is
satisfied. The primary condition for reciprocity is
the absence of magnetic fields.2 ' 4 The practical im-
portance of these eigenpolarizations is evident, for
example, in the study of passive and active optical
resonators. 2 By definition, the eigenpolarizations
refer to incident elliptic vibrations that propagate
through and emerge from the system with both el-
lipticity and azimuth unaffected. It is interesting to
search for the polarization states for which either
ellipticity alone or azimuth alone remains unchanged
after propagation through the system. For any one
of the invariant-ellipticity states (IES) the polariza-
tion ellipses at input and output of the optical system
have the same axial ratio and the same sense of de-
scription, although the major axis at the output is, in
general, rotated with respect to that at input. On
the other hand, for any one of the invariant-azimuth
states (IAS) the ellipses of polarization at input and
output have their major axes oriented parallel to one
another, and in general, they have different elliptici-
ties. The eigenpolarizations of the optical system
represent the points of intersection of the locus of IES
and that of IAS.

It is the objective of this paper to determine the loci
of IES and IAS for any given optical system. The
polarization is described by a single complex variable
and the effect of the optical system by a bilinear
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transformation. 3 The Poincar6-sphere representa-
tion is not suited for this application. The circle-
to-circle transformation property of an optical system
can be used to introduce the loci of invariant-elliptic-
ity states (IES) and invariant-azimuth states (IAS).
Consider, for example, the locus of IES. If the emer-
gent polarization is to describe an equiellipticity
circle in the complex plane, the incident polariza-
tion Xshould likewise describe a circle y. When the
two circle and -y intersect one another the points of
intersection will represent two incident polarization
states whose ellipticity is preserved after propagation
through the system. This is shown in Fig. 1. The
points I and r represent the polarization states at the
input of the optical system which produce left (L) and
right (R) circularly polarized light at its output, re-
spectively. The circle -y represents one member of
a family of circles that enclose I and r which is
mapped by the optical system onto the family of
equiellipticity circles r. There is one-to-one corre-
spondence between the circles of the two families -y
and r. Of particular interest are the two limiting
circles iy and 72 which touch their images rF and r2 ,
respectively. The interior of -yl and 2 (horizontally
hatched) is mapped into the interior of F1 and r2
(vertically hatched), respectively. Thus circles that
enclose I or r and lie inside -yl or 72 do not intersect
with their images. However, each circle y outside
7y and 72 (as the one shown) intersects its image r
(outside r, and 2 ) in two points belonging to the
locus .8i of the incident IES. Therefore, for each
angle of ellipticity in the range El < e < E2 (where
El and 2 are determined by the equiellipticity circles
r and r2, respectively) there are two incident vibra-
tions that emerge from the system with their ellip-
ticity unchanged. Displacing each point on 81 along
the equiellipticity circle r that passes through it by an
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(x + cot20) + y = csc
220, (3)

from which
tan2O = 2x/(1 - -y2)

= [2 Re()]/(l - 1x1 2),

Equation (4) gives the azimuth of the elliptic vibra-
tion represented by the point x in the complex plane.
x and A, the two complex numbers representing the
polarization states of the incident and outgoing
waves, respectively, are related by

Re

t = (AX + B)/(CX + D), (5)

where A = T22 , B = T2 1, C = T12, and D = T1L are
the elements of the system's Jones matrix. From
Eq. (2) it is seen that if x and are to have the same
ellipticity,

(6)

Fig. 1. Introduces the locus j& of the incident invariant-ellipticity
states (IES).

amount equal to the rotation of the major axis in-
duced by the system gives the locus 8o of the IES at
the output of the system.

In Ref. 3 (footnote 11) it was stated without proof
that "For each ellipticity within a specific range two
characteristic vibrations of different azimuths pass
through the system with their ellipticity unchanged."
The discussion of the preceding paragraph clarifies
what is meant by a specific range and shows that
these "characteristic" vibrations belong to one locus
Si which we call the locus of the invariant-ellipticity
states (IES).

The locus a1 of the incident invariant-azimuth
states (lAS) can be introduced in a similar manner
but is not given here for brevity.

In the following section we determine the Cartesian
equations of the loci Si and Oi of the incident IES and
IAS for any optical system in terms of the elements
of its Jones matrix.

II. Cartesian Equations of the Loci of Invariant-
Ellipticity and Invariant-Azimuth States

The artesian equation of an equiellipticity circle
is

X
2 + (y - csc2e)2 = cot'2e, (1)

where tanE is the ellipticity. Put in a different form,
Eq. (1) becomes

sin2E = 2y/(1 + X
2

+ y
2
),

= [2 Im(X)]/(1 + II2), (2)

which yields the ellipticity of the vibration repre-
sented by the point x in the complex plane. Similar-
ly for a constant azimuth 0, the Cartesian equation of
the equiazimuth circle is

which determines the locus 8i of the IES at the input
of the system. Similarly,

Re(X)/( - 1x2) = Re()/(1 - JtJ2), (7)

states that the azimuths of and are equal [Eq.
(4)] and hence defines the locus af of the IAS at the
input of the system. Substituting

X = x + jy,

A = a, + a2, B = b + b2,
C = C + jC2, D = d + d,,

(8)

(9)

into Eq. (5) and using the result in Eqs. (6) and (7)
we find that

(X2 + y
2

+ )Q1 - Q2 = 0,

(X2 + y
2

- 1)Q3 - Q4 = 0.

(10)
(11)

Equations (10) and (11) describe the loci Si and (t
of the incident IES and IAS, respectively. The Q's
in Eqs. (10) and (11) are quadratic functions of x and
y that can be conveniently written in the form

Q= (CXA)(X2+y 2
)-(BXC-DXA)x -

(B*C - D A)y + D X B,

Q2= (A * A + C* C)(X2 + y2 ) + 2(A B + C * D)x + (12)

2(AXB + CXD)y + (B-B +D.D);

Q3 (C A)(X2 + y
2
) + (B C + D * A)x -

(BXC +DXA)y + DB,

(13)
Q4= (A -A-C C)(x' + y

2
) + 2(A -B-C D)x +

2(AxB -CXD)y +(B-B -D-D),

where A, B, C, and D are the elements of the Jones
matrix considered as vectors in the complex
plane. The operations of the dot and cross products
have the same meaning as defined for ordinary vec-
tors. However, only the magnitude (with proper
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sign) of the cross product is to be used in Eqs. (12)
and (13). Note the symmetrical forms of Q and
Q3, Q2 and Q4. The expressions of the Q's are such
that Q = 0 represents a circle in the complex plane.

If Eqs. (12) and (13) are substituted into Eqs. (10)
and (11), respectively, it is seen that the latter are
both quartic in x and y of the form

XAx4 + X2Y + --- + X,4y + 5 = 0.

Thus the bilinear transformation preserves the de-
gree of the loci i and a1.

As an example, consider a simple. system com-
posed of a 7r/4 rotator followed by a quarter-wave
retarder. The input and output coordinate systems
are chosen parallel to the fast-slow axes of the re-
tarder. For such a system it is easy to prove that

A = -B = -, C = D = 1,
(14)

Of the five coefficients in the fourth-power terms in
Eq. (14) (XI to XA5), three are equal and two are zeros.
The remaining ten coefficients ( 6 to X15) are still not
all independent. This is applicable for any optical
system with further simplification expected when spe-
cial cases are considered. Unless the point at infin-
ity belongs to 8i or a, Eq. (14) represents a closed
contour in the complex plane. The latter condition
can be seen from Eq. (5) to be equivalent to stating
that A/C is neither pure real nor pure imaginary.

A note of caution regarding the meaning of the
locus a1 of the IAS is in order. If x and are defined
with respect to parallel coordinate systems at the in-
put and output of the optical system, the direction of
the major axis of the elliptic vibration corresponding
to a point on a [defined by Eq. (7)] would either re-
main unchanged or is rotated by 7r/2 after propaga-
tion through the system. This indeterminacy of
7r/2 is related to the fact that one circle through the
points R(0,1) and L(0,-1) consists of two branches
or arcs with the points on one arc corresponding to a
given azimuth and on the other to the orthogonal
azimuth. 3 If and are referenced to nonparallel
coordinate systems, Eq. (7) gives the locus of vibra-
tions whose major axes are rotated by a fixed amount
around the beam direction. This amount either
equals the angle between the input and output co-
ordinate systems or this angle plus or minus 7r/2.
Obviously i, the locus of the IES as given by Eq. (6)
does not depend on the choice of coordinate systems.

So far we have referred to s and a, the loci of
IES and IAS at the input of the system, respectively.
Except for the two points that represent the sys-
tem's eigenpolarizations, each point on 8i is carried
over by the system onto another point which, al-
though of the same ellipticity, has a different azi-
muth. Thus 8i is mapped by the system into another
contour so in the complex plane, with both 8i and O
intersecting at the two eigenpolarizations. Similarly
*(tZ gives rise to ao at the output of the system both
also intersecting at the two eigenpolarizations. This
is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The equations of
8 o and ao can be found by inverting Eq. (5)

X = (D - B)/(-Ct + A), (15)

substituting t = x + jy and A, B, C, and D from Eq.
(9) into Eqs. (6) and (7). It is interesting to note that
So and ao are also described by quartic equations.

(16)

apart from a multiplying factor. Thus, in the com-
plex plane, A, B, C, and D are all unit vectors. A
and B are oppositely oriented along the imaginary
axis in the negative and positive directions, respec-
tively; whereas C and D are both oriented along the
positive direction of the real axis. Using this simple
set of vectors in Eqs. (12) and (13) it is easy to find
that

Cut 91
Q= 1-x-y 2 , Q2 = 2(1 + X2 + y2

),
Q3 = 2y, Q4 = - 4x, (17)

Substituting Q1 and Q2 from Eq. (17) into Eq. (10),
we obtain

(X2 + y + 1)(X2 + y + 2y -1) = 0, (18)

which shows that the locus 8i of the IES is composed
of two circles one of which,

X
2

+ y
2

+ 1 = 0 (19a)

is imaginary, and the other,

X + y
2 + 2y -1 = 0, (19b)

has a radius of V/2 and center at (0,-1). This cir-
cle is drawn in Fig. 3, which also shows the limiting
circles y1. y2; F1 F2 (see the Introduction). Note
that r and now coincide with the origin and the point
at infinity. The ellipticity range is determined from

,01 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,

Fig. 2. The loci -8i and i of the incident IES and IAS, respective-
ly, intersect at two points El and E2 , representing the two eigen-
polarizations of the optical system. The optical system maps 
and a into o and ao which represent the loci of the IES and IAS
at the output of the system, respectively. Obviously E and E2
remain invariant and thus belong to all four loci 8 , o, Oti, and Ro.
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intersection. These can be found by solving Eqs.
(19b) and (20) simultaneously. This gives

x(E,) = (0.366,0.366), R(S,) = (-0.366,0.366),
X(52) = (1.366, -1.366), x(E2) = (-1.366,-1.366),

of which E1 and E2 represent the system's eigenpolar-
izations and S and S2 represent vibrations whose

Yx

Fig. 3. The locus S1 of the incident IES for a system composed of
a r/4 rotator followed by a QW retarder. Also shown are the
limiting circles y, 2; r and F2 (see Fig. 1). The points r and I
coincide with the origin and the point at infinity of the complex

plane, respectively. El is given by Eq. (19b).

the points of intersection of the circle in Eq. (19b)
with the imaginary axis. The range is

-0.414 • tanE < 0.414.

R

(PI
r

Y=O

L Y=-I

Y= -2

X

Fig. 4. The locus ti of the incident AS for a system of a 7r/4 ro-
tator followed by a QW retarder has two separate branches.aii(l)

andai 2 ). ai is defined by Eq. (20).

The locus Q'l of the IAS is obtained by substituting
Q3 and Q4 from Eq. (17) into Eq. (11). This yields

y
3

+ yx
2

+ 2x
2

- y = 0,

or

x = y(1
- y) (1 + y)/(2 + y). (20)

Equation (20) shows that Es is symmetrical about the
y axis and has two separate branches (tiil), a(2)
which are confined to the two strips of the complex
plane defined by 0 < y 1 and -2 y -1,
respectively. (Outside these two intervals x2 is
negative.) A graph of Eq. (20) appears in Fig. 4.

i(:L) is closed and touches the bounding lines y = 0
and y = 1 at r and R, respectively. a 1i(2) is tangent
to the line y = -1 at L and approaches y = -2
asymptotically. The point at infinity belongs to
a 1(2) and is expected since A/C is imaginary. Note
that for every azimuth value there are two vibrations
for which this azimuth is either retained or changed
by ir/2, after propagation through the system. This
follows because every straight line through r (the
origin) and I (at infinity) is transformed by the sys-
tem into a circle through R and L, both intersecting at
two points belonging to as.

It is interesting to examine the intersection ofgi
and at. As shown in Fig. 5, there are four points of

Fig. 5. The intersection of the loci Eli, So; a and (to for the system
of Figs. 3 and 4. Note that only E1 (0.366, 0.366) and E2 (-1.366,
-1.366) are common to all four loci and hence represent the true
eigenpolarizations of the optical system. S and S2 are common to
St and a, but they are mapped by the system into Si' and S2', re-
spectively. They represent incident vibrations whose ellipticities
are preserved but whose major axes are rotated by r/2 after propa-

gation through the system.

Y
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Using Eq. (23), Eq. (10) (defining the locus Si of the
IES) can be factored in the form

(x2 + y + 1) [Q - (Al2 + BI2)y] = 0,

which describes the combination of
circle

(24)

the imaginary

x2 + y
2

+ 1 = 0

and the real circle

Q - (AI2 + BIB2)y = 0. (25)

Fig. 6. Shows the set of four vectors A, B, C, and D [correspond-
ing to the four complex coefficients of the polarization transfer
function in Eq. (5)] in the case of a system exhibiting pure phase
anisotropy and whose Jones matrix is unitary. These vectors de-
termine the loci 8 and (t of the incident IES and IAS according to

Eqs. (10)-(13).

ellipticities remain unchanged with major axes ro-
tated through 7r/2 by the system. For completeness,
Fig. 5 also shows the two loci 8 o and a0 representing
the IES and IAS at the output of the system, i.e.,
the system's response to Si and a1.

In the above example of a 2r/4 rotator followed by a
QWP we have seen that Si degenerates to a circle.
This result will now be proved to apply to any optical
system exhibiting pure phase anisotropy. Such a
system is characterized by a Jones matrix that can be
put in the form of a constant complex multiplier
times a unitary matrix.2 The constant multiplier
accounts for any over-all (isotropic) phase delay or
absorption (positive or negative) in the system. The
unitary matrix represents the pure phase anisotropy
and has two orthogonal eigenpolarization states that
are retarded differently but attenuated equally by
the system. In this case the elements of the Jones
matrix satisfy the following conditions 5

D = A*, C = -B*. (21)

The set of vectors A, B, C, and D for this system are
now arranged as seen in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 it can be
easily proved that

A-B +C D =0,
A ~~~~~~~~~~~~(22)AX B + CX D = 0. (2

Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (12), the expression of
Q2 simplifies to

Q2 = (AI + B2
) (X2 + y

2
+ 1) (23)

Thus for an optical system exhibiting phase anisot-
ropy alone (and thus has two orthogonal eigenpolari-
zations that are retarded differently but are attenu-
ated equally) the locus Si of the incident invariant el-
lipticity states is a circle in the complex plane.- So
which is obtained from Si by a bilinear transforma-
tion is also a circle.

In the general case of an optical system whose
eigenpolarizations are not orthogonal or whose
orthogonal eigenpolarizations suffer different
amounts of phase delay and attenuation the elements
A, B, C, and D are not interrelated, and a variety of
shapes for the loci of IES and IAS can be expected.6

111. Conclusions
For each linear nondepolarizing optical system

there is one set of polarization states that propagate
through the system with their ellipticity preserved
and another set that pass through the system with the
orientation of the major axis of the polarization el-
lipse unchanged. The locus of the set of the invari-
ant-ellipticity states (IES) and that of the invariant-
azimuth states (IAS) always intersect at two points
representing the two eigenpolarization states of the
optical system. After introducing these loci we de-
rived their cartesian equations in the complex
plane in Sec. II. Equations (10) and (12) give the
locus 8S of the incident IES, and Eqs. (11) and (13)
determine the locus (ti of the incident IAS. These
equations are conveniently expressed in terms of four
vectors A, B, C, and D in the complex plane corre-
sponding to the four elements of the system's Jones
matrix. Because of the quartic nature of the equa-
tions described these loci [Eq. (14)], a variety of
shapes is expected. For systems exhibiting pure
phase anisotropy (with a Jones matrix equal to a com-
plex multiplier times a unitary matrix) the locus&.i of
the IES is a circle [Eq. (25)]. In this case the locus at
of the LAS is not necessarily a simple one as can be seen
from the example of a r/4 rotator followed by a QW
retarder. The loci ai and 81i refer to polarization
states at the input of the optical system. These are
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mapped by the system onto the loci 8o and ao at its
output, with i, o; a1 and ao all intersecting at the
two points representing the system's eigenpolariza-
tions (Fig. 2). The above results should add new
insight into the understanding of the plarization-
mapping properties of linear nondepolarizing optical
systems.

This work was supported by the National Science
Foundation.
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